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Abstract

This study examines whether vocal cues can be used to

reliably infer speaker happiness. Two-hundred speakers were

asked to perform a simple referential communication task

and to rate their current emotional state. A range of vocal

cues was traced through the speech chain using path

analysis. The results indicate that reported happiness of the

speakers and perceived happiness of the listeners were not

related. The only vocal cue that mediated between reported

and perceived happiness was F1, and, for the female

speakers, pitch range. The findings suggest that listeners tend

to over-interpret vocal cues as most of them are not likely to

be related to speakers’ internal states.

Introduction

To date, research on the vocal expression of emotion has

mainly focused on the relationship between speaker

emotions and vocal cues on the one hand, and vocal cues and

perceived emotions on the other hand [1], implying a close

agreement between what is produced and what is perceived.

However, the notion that senders express their internal state

through a range of reliable facial or vocal cues, and that

receivers decode internal states of senders using those cues,

has been challenged recently. Thus, some accounts assume

that emotional expressions have evolved to manipulate

receivers in ways beneficial to senders [2]. Senders may use

emotional expressions to capture the receiver’s attention (i.e.

the use of exaggerated pitch contours to capture the attention

of the child observed in child-directed speech [3]) or to

signal appeasement (i.e., the increased frequency of laughter

observed in interactions with interlocutors of the opposite

sex [4]).

Given the possibility that emotional expressions are not

necessarily veridical indicators of the sender’s state, it seems

crucial for receivers to be able to distinguish genuine from

deceptive cues. However, most studies on the vocal

expression of emotions focus either on the encoding of

emotional states by the speaker, or on the cues used by the

listener to decode the speaker’s internal states. In this study,

we focus on the encoding and decoding of happiness, and are

making the attempt to trace its vocal expression along the

entire speech chain, from speaker to listener. We are

interested to see whether what listeners perceive is indeed

related to what speakers feel. We chose happiness because

unlike fear or anger, happiness may be easier to assess in

large numbers of speakers in laboratory situations.

The Study

This study examines whether the degree of happiness

reported by speakers and the degree of happiness perceived

by listeners are related, and linked to the same vocal cues.

We assess the congruity between production and perception

in the domain of emotion expression by tracing the

functionality of vocal cues along the speech chain.

Method

Participants: Eighty-eight men and 112 women,

undergraduates at the University of Stirling, all native

speakers of English, mean age 23 years, received course

credit or a £4 reimbursement for participation in the

production task of the study. Thirty-seven men and 43

women, mean age 32 years, participated in the perception

task of the study.

Materials: For the production task, we constructed a

simple map containing 5 objects as landmarks as well as

an s-shaped route, to be used in a referential

communication task [5].

Procedure: Participants in the production task were asked

to describe the route on the simple map so that potential

listeners would be able to re-draw the route given just the

landmarks. In order to receive comparable speech samples

for acoustic analyses, participants were instructed to start

with two pre-specified ‘calibration’ sentences: "Okay, I’m

now going to describe the route to you. Please draw the

route exactly as I say." For all further measurements and

the perception task only the second sentence was used. We

measured pitch, pitch range, speech rate, jitter and

shimmer, as well as the formant frequencies for the /i:/ in

‘please’. After completing the Map Task, which took on

average one minute participants rated their current mood

using the Brief Mood Introspection Scale (BMIS) [6],

which consists of 8 positive and 8 negative mood

adjectives. All tasks were completed following

instructions in a booklet in the absence of the

experimenter so as not to influence the speakers’ mood.

For the perception task, the obtained 200 calibration

sentences were split into 4 sub-groups to reduce the amount

of materials presented for listening, and played back to 4

groups of 20 listeners. Listeners were asked to rate how

happy the spoken sentence sounded on a scale from 1

(very unhappy) to 7 (very happy).
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Results

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for

reported and perceived happiness, as well as all acoustic

parameters for women and men separately. Reported

happiness was computed as the difference between the

ratings for ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ on the BMIS. Perceived

happiness was computed as the mean z-scores of happiness

ratings of the calibration sentences within each sub-group of

listeners. All acoustic parameters, except speech rate and

pitch range, were measured on the vowel /i:/ in please. This

vowel was suitably sustained in all speakers due to its

phrase position, and it was also the only vowel produced

similarly enough in all of the dialects spoken by our

participants. For the pitch range measurements, we followed

Patterson and Ladd's [7] procedure, which takes into account

"clearly defined linguistic targets in speech". Their

suggested estimate of pitch range is the difference between

the second pitch peak (M) and the penultimate pitch valley

(L) of a linguistic unit such as a sentence or a phrase,

converted into semitones. Jitter (irregularities in the

fundamental frequency), and shimmer (irregularities in the

intensity) were measured using algorithms provided in

PRAAT [8]. Finally, we used the duration of the calibration

sentence as an estimate for speech rate. Asterisks in table 1

indicate a significant gender difference established through

a t-test with p < .01.

women Men

Reported happiness**

Perceived happiness (z)**

f0 (Hz)**

f0 range (in semitones)

speech rate (dur in msec)

jitter (%)

shimmer (%)

F1 /i:/ in please (Hz)**

F2 /i:/ in please (Hz)**

1.62 (1.19)

0.24 (0.93)

237 (33)

4.7 (2.7)

2037 (325)

0.52 (0.63)

2.0 (1.5)

370 (61)

2352 (274)

1.06 (1.45)

-0.31 (0.99)

128 (24)

4.5 (2.0)

1989 (265)

0.61 (0.77)

2.2 (2.0)

300 (28)

1941 (148)

Table 1: Means and standard deviations for reported and

perceived happiness, and acoustic parameters for women

and men. Asterisks represent significant gender differences

as measured by t-tests, ** p < .01.

Table 1 shows that reported and perceived happiness

were higher in women. Whatever the reasons for this

difference, it necessitated normalising all parameters,

including the reported and perceived happiness ratings, by

computing z-scores within genders.

The main aim of the study was to trace the vocal

correlates of happiness through the speech chain. We first

computed the correlation between normalised reported and

perceived happiness, which was r = .09, p = .2. This

indicates that listeners were not at all accurate in estimating

the degree of happiness in the speakers. Next, we performed

a path analysis to see which vocal cues listeners relied on

for their judgements. The resulting model, fitted to all the

data, is depicted in Figure 1. Figure 2 and 3 show the

estimates for women and men separately. Coefficients

shown are standardised coefficients. The r2 indicates the

proportion of variance accounted for by all acoustic

parameters in the perceived happiness ratings. The !2 of 80.3

(df = 63) was not significant (p = .07) suggesting that the

model provides a reasonably good fit. The only assumption

built into the model is that of a correlation between the two

perturbation measures jitter and shimmer.

On the production side, the only significant relationship

between reported happiness and any of the vocal correlates

was a positive relationship with F1 (see Figure 1). This

relationship was present in both women (Figure 2) and men

(Figure 3), although it fell short of significance when

estimated in both groups separately. In addition, there was a

significant relationship between reported happiness and

pitch range in the women but not in the men.

On the perception side, we observed relationships

between pitch, pitch range, speech rate, jitter and F1. The

higher the pitch and the wider the pitch range, the more

were listeners inclined to attribute happiness to the speaker.

The faster the speech rate (i.e., the shorter the duration of

the calibration sentences), the higher the perceived

happiness. These relationships are in line with what has been

described in previous research on the vocal expression of

happiness in acted speech [1] [9]. We also observed a

negative relationship between jitter and perceived happiness,

a finding that corroborates results obtained by Bachorowski

& Owren [10]. Finally, there was a positive relationship

between F1 and perceived happiness. The bold lines in

Figure 1 indicate that when looking at our entire sample of

speakers, F1 was the only veridical indicator of happiness,

i.e. the only vocal cue that was related to both reported and

perceived happiness.

Figure 1: Path analysis model for the perception of speaker

happiness from a range of acoustic parameters for all

speakers (N=200). The bold lines represent the direct path

between reported and perceived happiness. Coefficients

shown are standardised coefficients, * p < .05, ** p < .01.

F0 /i:/

M-L pitch range

phrase duration

jitter /i:/

shimmer /i:/

F1 /i:/

F2 /i:/

Reported Happiness

r2=.32

Perceived Happiness

-.08 .01

.09 .16**

-.04
-.33**

.06

.17* .18**

.07 -.04

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

e6

e7

e8

.51**

-.19**

.01 .32**
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Figure 2: Path analysis model for the perception of female

speaker happiness (N=112). The semi-bold lines represent

the direct paths between reported and perceived happiness,

which are assumed if p < .1. Coefficients shown are

standardised coefficients,* p < .05, ** p < .01.

Figure 3: Path analysis model for the perception of male

speaker happiness (N=88). Coefficients shown are

standardised coefficients,*p < .05, ** p < .01.

The standardised coefficients were slightly different in

female and male speakers. In the women, there was a

relationship between reported happiness and pitch range,

which fell short of significance (p=.07), and a significant

relationship between pitch range and perceived happiness,

making pitch range a candidate for a reliable indicator of

female speaker happiness. The path involving F1 was also

present although it fell short of significance on the

production side (p = .09).

In the men, the path involving pitch range was absent,

but there was a tendency for F1 to function as a cue

although the coefficient fell short of significance on the

production side (p = .09) and was not significant on the

perception side (p = .2).

Discussion

The first interesting result was that reported positive

emotion and perceived happiness were higher in women.

This gender difference in reported and perceived happiness,

which is not related to the focus of this study, should be

corroborated in clinical and social research before

speculating on its origin. Still, we would like to suggest that

it may, in part, be due to lower social desirability to report

and express positive emotions in our male participants,

mainly young Scottish undergraduates. Most importantly

with respect to the aim of the study, when normalised for

gender, reported and perceived happiness were not

correlated. In other words, we did not find a significant

relationship between how happy the speakers were, and how

happy they sounded to the listeners. This suggests that vocal

cues of happiness are not necessarily reliable indicators of

the internal states of speakers.

Path analyses showed that listeners used a variety of

vocal cues to infer speaker happiness supporting previous

findings in the literature on the perception of vocal

correlates of emotion [1] [9] [10]. Thus, listeners associated

faster speech rate, higher pitch and pitch range, lower jitter

and higher F1 with speaker happiness, and used these cues

for decoding speaker emotion.

However, we found only two relationships between

reported happiness of the speakers and vocal cues. First,

there was a positive relationship between reported happiness

and F1. Raise in F1 is, among other things, associated with a

spreading of the lips, for example, when smiling. This may

provide an explanation as to why happier speakers produced

higher first formants: perhaps they tended to smile more.

Interestingly, the relationship between F1 and perceived

happiness indicates that listeners were able to perceive

changes in articulation that may be associated with smiling.

In fact, according to our path analysis, F1 was the only

reliable indicator of speaker emotion.

Secondly, we found a tendency towards an expanded

pitch range in happier female speakers, but not in happier

male speakers. There is evidence that women in general tend

to exhibit wider pitch ranges in natural speech (Traunmüller

and Erikson, in preparation). One possible explanation,

given by Traunmüller and Erikson, is that a more restricted

range in men is due to physiological reasons: men may have

more difficulties with a smooth transition into the falsetto

register than women. In addition, there may be cultural

norms that prevent men from excursions into the female

F0 /i:/

M-L pitch range

phrase duration

jitter /i:/

shimmer /i:/

F1 /i:/

F2 /i:/

Reported Happiness

r2=.37

Perceived Happiness

-.05 .00

.17 .23**

-.07
-.38**

.05

.16 .28**

.11 -.05

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

e6

e7

e8

.46**

-.21*

-.05 .28**

F0 /i:/

M-L pitch range

phrase duration

jitter /i:/

shimmer /i:/

F1 /i:/

F2 /i:/

Reported Happiness

r2=.29

Perceived Happiness

-.13 -.01

-.01 .05

-.01
-.25**

.08

.19 .10

.02 -.04

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

e6

e7

e8

.56**

-.21

.08 .40**
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register. Thus, for women, but not for men, pitch range may

serve as another reliable indicator of experienced happiness.

Our findings suggest that most vocal cues used by the

listener in emotion perception may not necessarily be

indicative of the emotional state of the speaker. Listeners

appear to rely on a range of cues, most prominently speech

rate, that are not necessarily related to speaker emotions.

This may explain why humans in general are not very good

at distinguishing posed from genuine emotions, as has been

found in research on facial emotion expression [11]:

Humans may prefer to rely on cues which are generally

believed to be indicators of certain emotional states. Of

course, decoding of emotional states may improve with

increased familiarity with the speaker.

In sum, in this study we found a weak relationship

between vocal cues of happiness encoded by speakers, and

vocal cues used for decoding of this emotion by listeners.

This supports the view that vocal cues are not just universal

epiphenomena of the emotional state of the speaker [2].

Still, the first formant, and, for female speakers the pitch

range, seemed to be reliable indicators of the valence of the

speaker’s emotion. This suggests that some vocal cues can

mediate between experienced and perceived emotions. At

the very least, our results cast doubt on the assumption of a

direct mapping of vocal cues between perception and

production in the domain of emotion expression.
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